Review the animated scenes and settings at:

https://broadway.media/LittleMermaidJrshowcase
Made for the stage™
Projectors and hardware that’s perfect for theatre.

BMD
projectors.broadwaymedia.com
It’s tech for theatre, for everyone.

We’re using the technology in your pocket to break down barriers to the performing arts in schools and communities around the globe. We’re born-and-raised theatre kids, so it’s a part of everything we do. Inspired by innovations in Broadway scenic technology, we created BMD so that theatremakers with any budget can benefit from digital projection to create an incredible production, regardless of venue.

Since 2013, we’ve worked relentlessly to create products that are not only visually stunning and true to the script, but incredibly easy to use – at a cost that’s less than set-building materials or single backdrops, alone.

Because theatre’s for everyone.

Our scenic products

**ScenicProjections™**
Official show collections

We’re proudly the official projections provider for Music Theatre International. Available in beautiful stills or stunning, full-animation, our Broadway-quality Scenic Projections are 100% script-accurate and true to the author’s intent. If it’s in the script, it’s in our Scenic Projections.

**DigitalDrops™**
Build your own show

Choose from the world’s largest library of digital scenery, available in an array of styles and settings, included as standard. Digital Drops are perfect for plays, opera, dance – in fact, any live performance you can think of!

**ProjectionPass™**
Unlimited access to digital scenery

With instant access to thousands of scenes and settings, utilizing projections in the classroom, on stage or at special events has never been easier.
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THE LITTLE MERMAID JR SCENIC PROJECTIONS

Still Image Package
Beautifully crafted media for theatres of all sizes.
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